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We study a stochastic loss network of switched circuits with alternate routing. The processes of interest 
will be the loads of the links, forming a strongly interacting system which is neither exchangeable nor 
Markovian. We consider interaction graphs representing the past history of a collection of links and 
prove their convergence to a limit tree, using the notion of chain reactions. Thus we prove a propagation 
of chaos result in variation norm for the laws of the whole sample paths, for general initial conditions, 
and in the i.i.d. case we have speeds of convergence. 
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Introduction 
A communication network with dynamic alternate routing adjusts to the traffic and 
makes good use of spare capacity. According to the state of the network, calls are 
routed in order to limit the blockings due to saturated links. The occupancies of 
the links form a strongly interacting system, and there may be some additional 
processes, indicating how the calls were routed and thus which circuits ought to be 
liberated simultaneously. 
In such an interacting system, for a large number of links, one expects a small 
collection of links to behave according to i.i.d. nonlinear processes; mathematically 
this is called propagation of chaos. 
We have strong interaction leading to a non-trivial BBGKY hierarchy, as in the 
realistic Boltzmann equation (Cercigniani [2]), Smoluchowski’s theory of coagula- 
tion (Lang and Nguyen [7]), or annihilating Brownian spheres (Sznitman [12,13]). 
The main problem will be to prove a chaos hypothesis showing the decorrelation 
of particles in order to close the hierarchy. The analysis is further complicated 
because the processes of occupancies of the links are not exchangeable and do not 
form a Markov process. 
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It is important for applications to understand the behavior of the network, and 
many simulations have been done. Theoretical studies have long been made of 
caricatures, for example an exchangeable mean-field model in Gibbens, Hunt and 
Kelly [5] and a more complex network with some geographical features in Anan- 
tharam [ 11. Anantharam [ 11 features a good bibliography and survey of the subject. 
Marbukh [8] assumes propagation of chaos as an hypothesis, and derives long-time 
behavior. This hypothesis is also made in Anantharam [l, Section 21, and has long 
been made in the field; it is analogous to Boltzmann’s chaos hypothesis. Crametz 
and Hunt [4] gives a partial result on the realistic network. 
We shall give a complete result for the problem. For natural initial conditions, 
we show propagation of chaos on the laws of the processes in variation norm; if 
the initial conditions are i.i.d. we have speeds of convergence. We also give a 
convergence result for the alternate calls. We show the equivalence of this notion 
of propagation of chaos (for a non-exchangeable system) and the convergence of 
what we call local empirical measures, seen around the nodes. This shows the calls 
are well distributed around the network, and that no node is likely to be isolated. 
We work from a sample-path point of view. The tools we use are interaction 
graphs, which can be obtained from stochastic differential equations and represent 
the past history of a given collection of links. We define a limit tree, much as for 
the spatially-homogenous Boltzmann equation, and through a coupling argument 
obtain interaction graphs which differ from the tree on an event of vanishing 
probability, and thus we show propagation of chaos without compactness arguments. 
To evaluate the probability of the event that the tree is modified to get the graph, 
we must study in a precise way the strong interaction and the way indirect interactions 
are obtained from a succession of direct interactions: this gives the notion of chain 
reactions. Both the tree construction and the notion of chain reactions are recursive. 
This is in the spirit of Sznitman [12, 131. Anantharam [l] uses a similar graph 
from a duality point of view, giving results on the one-dimensional time-marginals; 
also, because of the nature of the interaction, the study of chain reactions is replaced 
by a branching argument. 
1. Framework and results 
We consider a fully-connected network of n cities or nodes, denoted either by 
numbers or by lower-case letters a, b, . . . . There are N = $r( n - 1) links (or edges) 
between nodes, denoted by ab, and we identify ab and ba. Each link has a capacity 
for C calls. Calls arrive independently on each link ab according to a Poisson 
process of rate V, and occupy one of the C channels (or circuits) if the capacity is 
not attained. If the link is full, then there is a protocol for alternate routing. In the 
simplest case, a third node c is chosen at random uniformly among the m = n - 2 
others; the call is routed through links UC and bc if both are not full, and is lost if 
either is full. Call durations follow independent exponential laws of rate 1, and 
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alternately routed calls release both channels simultaneously. Other more complex 
protocols will be discussed in Section 7. 
The process of the number of occupied channels between a and b will be denoted 
by X,“,, but this does not suffice to describe the system. We shall also consider 
X 22, the number of calls in progress between a and b that were rerouted through 
c: (Xrb, X2bN; (a, b, c)~{l,. . . , r~}~, a <b, c # a, b) is a Markov process. These 
jump processes belong to the Skorohod space D(R+, (0, 1, . . . , C}). 
The natural symmetry assumption is that all the nodes are equivalent, and thus 
the initial laws (and by uniqueness, the laws of the processes) are invariant under 
permutation of the nodes. A difficulty is that the system (X,“,; 1 s a < b G n) is not 
exchangeable: the processes are identically distributed, but even couples do not 
have the same distribution whether they share a common node or not. 
It is easy to write down the full generator of the process. Here we shall consider 
the martingale problem satisfied by one X,“,: for any function 4 on (0, 1,. . . , C}, 
4(X,“,(t)) - 4(X30)) 
(1.1) 
is a martingale. 
This gives rise to an intricate BBGKY hierarchy: the law of one process depends 
strongly on the law of couples (having one node in common), writing down the 
martingale problem for such couples we see their law depends on the law of certain 
triplets and of X2bN, and things get more and more complex because, since our 
processes are not exchangeable, the law of different kinds of k-tuplets intervene, 
not to mention the (X:bN). It seems impossible to control the hierarchy as in Lang 
and Nguyen [7]. 
Nevertheless if we make the closure hypothesis that the processes become indepen- 
dent (Boltzmann’s stosszahlansatz, or hypothesis of chaos, as in Cercigniani [2, p. 
52]), we derive a nonlinear limit martingale problem. We expect the laws of our 
processes to be close to the law 13 on D(R+, (0, 1, . . . , C}) such that if X is the 
canonical process, 
4(X(t)) - 4(X(O)) 
- 
I 
; ((4(X(s-)+ 1) - 4(X(s-)))lx+,<, 
x(~+%k(s)(l- Ye(S))) 
+ (dX(s-) - 1) - ddX(s->))X(s-)) ds (1.2) 
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is a martingale, where ye(s) = 1?(X(s) = C) is the nonlinear term for the evolution 
equation satisfied by the law. 
Existence and uniqueness for such a nonlinear pure-jump martingale problem is 
straightforward by a contraction argument; see Lemma 2.3 in Shiga and Tanaka 
[lo], Theorem 4.1 in Graham [6]. 
We shall prove propagation of chaos. It is usually stated for exchangeable 
random variables, so we shall give a precise definition. We denote by 
n(D(R+,{o, 1,. . . , C})) the space of probability measures on the Skorohod space. 
Definition. Take F.E n(D(lR+, (0, 1, . . . , C})). The laws of (X~)l~o<b~n are I?- 
chaotic if for all k E N, all fixed distinct links a,b,, . . . , ukbk, all bounded continuous 
real-valued &, i = 1,. . . , k, on D(R+, (0, 1,. . . , C}), 
> 
= I? (+i, F’>. 
i=l 
If 
lim SUP 
N-cc 
- ;I (h, h ; 4i measurable, 11 di Ilm =+S 1 = 0, 
i=l 
we say the laws are F-chaotic in (total) variation. 
Equivalently, 9(X:,, , . . . , X$,) converges to pBk, weakly or in total variation. 
It is nice to have convergence in total variation. The Skorohod topology is quite 
intricate and it is difficult to characterize the continuous functions, while its Bore1 
u-field is simply the trace on D(lQ+, (0, 1, . . . , C}) of the product a-field on 
(0,. . . ) cy+, and the measurable functions are easy to describe. 
Let us note that if the laws of (Xz),sa<bsn are p-chaotic, then we have the 
following result on the time-marginals: lim,,, P(XE,,( t) =j,, . . . , XEbk( t) =jk) = 
Yj,(?). ’ ’ yj,( t), where rj( t) = P(X( t) =j), the convergence being uniform over any 
bounded interval [0, T]. This is the independence hypothesis in Marbukh [8, Section 
31, and Anantharam [l, Section 21. (yO,. . . , yc) satisfies a nonlinear differential 
equation on the C-dimensional simplex, see Marbukh [8], Anantharam [l]. 
(1.3) 
denote the ‘global’ empirical process and the ‘local’ empirical process seen around 
node a. These are n(D(lR+, (0, 1, . . . , C}))-valued processes. 
Proposition 1.1. Ifthe laws of (Xz)lGa<bSn are F-chaotic (resp. in variation), then 
the laws of the (p N ) and the (EL:) converge weakly to 6p, for the weak (resp. total 
variation) topology on II(D(R+, (0, 1, . . . , C})). These random measures thus con- 
verge in law and in probability to the deterministic F. 
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Proof. We adapt the proof in Sznitman [ 11,131. By a density argument it is enough 
to show that (pN - I’, 4) goes to zero for any continuous bounded test function 4. 
E((pN -I’ 6)“) =+ c E((4(X,N,) -@, @>)(+(X,“,) -@, +))), 
lsa<bsn 
l=sc<d=n 
(1.4) 
and using the symmetry over the permutations of the cities, this is equal to 
2(n-2) $ E(MX,N,)-@, @)I’)+- N E((4(X;N,)-@> +,)(6(X:)-<k 4))) 
+(n-2)(n-3) 
2N 
E(MX:)-(I?, +))(+(X,“,)-(13,4))), (1.9 
which goes to zero since N = fn( n - 1) because of the propagation of chaos. In the 
case of F-chaoticity in variation, we see that the convergence is uniform for 
measurable 4 with ll+]looG1. The proof for pr is easier since (Xz)rsbGn,bfo is 
exchangeable. 0 
Contrary to the case of exchangeable random variables, the converse is not true. 
This is quite natural, since the symmetry group of pN is of order N ! while the one 
of ~((XaNb)l&zcb~n ) is only of order n !. /lN only tells us what happens averaged 
over the network, and also what happens to a single link; it does not say what 
happens to collection of links. 
The local empirical process is important in applications, since the network could 
well be in a mean satisfactory state and nevertheless a node be isolated because of 
saturated links. The convergence of the ~2 to 17 ensures that the blocked calls are 
well distributed on the network. Then if a node attempts some calls which are 
blocked, it can complete others and try the blocked ones again later. The following 
result will not be used but helps understand the structure of the problem: 
Proposition 1.2. Iffor all nodes a, the laws of pu,” converge weakly to 6p, for the weak 
(resp. total variation) topology on II(D(R+, (0, 1, . . . , C})), then the (X,Nh)lsaCbsn 
are F-chaotic (resp. in variation). 
Proof. Set 4ii(X:) = 0. It is enough that for all k E N, all continuous bounded &, 
1~ i,jG k, i#j, E(nF=, n;=, &(Xr)) converges to nF=, n;=, (I’, 4ii). 
(l-6) 
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which converges to zero, since (Xz)iGjGn,j+q is exchangeable and thus the conver- 
gence of pr to F implies its ii-chaoticity; see Sznitman [ 11,131. In the case of total 
variation, the convergence to zero is uniform for measurable q$, with I( & lloo s 1. 0 
The result in Crametz and Hunt [4] states that if the marginal at time zero of the 
global empirical measure converges, plus an additional initial assumption, then the 
family of one-dimensional time-marginals of the empirical measure, considered as 
a process belonging to D(R+, n({O, 1,. . . , C})), converges in law to the family of 
time-marginals of the nonlinear process. These marginals are represented by their 
masses at 0, . . . , C. 
We shall give a propagation of chaos in variation result on the sample-paths, 
under the only assumption of propagation of chaos of the time-marginals at time 
0. This gives the behavior of the time correlations, and of the joint laws of the 
(XaNh)lGa<bGn. We can also say what happens to the rerouted calls. 
Remark. We can already say that for each t E R+, each triplet (a, b, c) of distinct 
numbers, E(X;r( t)) s C/(2m), w h ere m = n -2. Indeed, the total capacity of the 
network is CN, there are mN identically distributed variables X:bN, and each 
alternate routing takes two circuits. Thus, 2 CIGa<bGn,cfa,bXZ%?( t) S CN implies 
2mNE(X:t( t)) < CN, hence E(X;p( t)) s C/(2m). 
We first give a result with a speed of convergence on [0, T], for special initial 
conditions. Let 1 1 denote the norm of total variation: 1~ I= sup{( 4, p); 4 measurable, 
ll4IL~ 11. For QE n(NR+, {O, 1,. . . , C))), 101~ will denote the variation norm 
of the restriction of Q to [0, T]. 
Theorem 1.3. Assume (X~(O)),,,,,,, is a family of independent variables of law 
F,,,, and for all a, 6, c, X;:(O) = 0. Let P be the solution to (1.2) starting at pO. Then 
for any k, any distinct links aibi, 1 s is k, 
I~((X$JlSi&) - FBklr 
~(l/m)((k~- k)6vT+ kqexp(4YT)) 
+(1/m2)((k2-k)48(vT)2+(k2+2k)~exp(8vT)). 
Moreover, for distinct triplets (a,, bi, c,), ai < bi, ci t? {Q, bi}, 
E( fI, X:;(1)) G((1 -e-‘)v/m)“. 
The following result is valid for generic initial conditions. 
Theorem 1.4. Assume the laws of (Xl(O)) S , a<b<n are I?,-chaotic. Then the laws of _ 
(X3ra<bSn are p-chaotic in variation on D([O, T], (0, 1,. . . , C}), where p is the 
unique solution to the nonlinear martingale problem (1.2) starting at I’,. Using a 
compactness argument, the laws are weakly F-chaotic on D(lQ+, (0, 1,. . . , C}). 
We recall that for any t 2 0, E(X’,,( t)) s C/(2m). 
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If we had speeds of convergence for the initial values in Theorem 1.4, we could 
get speeds of convergence for the propagation of chaos. Proposition 1.1 gives 
convergence for the local and global empirical measures, and by following its proof 
we can have speeds of convergence. 
2. Stochastic differential equations and interaction graphs 
We can write down the generator of the Markovian system (X,“, , X2:; 1 c a < b G n, 
c # a, b), but it is more practical to have a pathwise representation through stochastic 
differential equations. In this section N is fixed and omitted in the notations. 
We have n = m + 2 nodes. For 1 i a < b s n and c # a, b, we consider real-valued 
Poisson processes N& of parameter v/m. Every time one of these processes jumps, 
a call tries to get through on link ab; if the link is at full capacity, the call tries 
alternative routing through c, and if either UC or bc is full the call is lost. 
We must also take care of call durations: for 16 i G C, we consider Poisson 
processes Mzi and Mzt’ of parameter one, the former releasing a direct call on ab 
if there are at least i of those and the latter doing the same on alternate calls. All 
these Poisson processes are independent. 
Yab = xab -C&b (X&+X&) is the number of direct calls on ab. The following 
system of equations completely describes the network: 
dX,b(r) = 1 nx,,(t-)<c(dN~b(t)+Ilx”~c,-)=c:x,~ct-,<c dN:,(r) 
c#a,b 
+1 x,,(r-)=c,x~<(~-)<c d%,(t)) 
+ C (Jrsxb,(r-) dMZ”(t)+ JiGx,(r-)dM$“(t)) 1 
c#a,b ) 
dX&,(t)=l x‘GJ f 1 (_ = c,Xac(r-)<c,x,,(r-)<C dN',b(f)- i li<x:,(r-) dM','h'(t)p 
i=l 
where naturally the first or third equation can be deduced from the others. 
We shall consider the process z,b = (X& Yab,X;c,X;r; lsa<bcn, C#U,b) 
on [0, T]. After a time T, the state of a link will have evolved under the direct action 
of a certain number of links (trying to redirect calls), and these links will have 
evolved according to other links (which thus influence indirectly our first link). It 
is natural to use an interaction graph to describe the random value of X,b at time 
T, representing these chains of influence, as in Sznitman [12, 131, Anantharam [l]. 
It is not a tree, because a given link can appear many times in the past story of link 
ab. 
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The idea behind this is simple. We consider the sample paths for a certain number 
of links, which we can do through the system of SDEs. We wish to show that at 
the limit, links become independent, so we want to know for each link what 
information is really relevant. We work our way backward into time starting from 
time T, and every time a Poisson process that could change the state of the link 
jumps, if the effect on the link depends on the state of other links, we include them 
in the graph. 
Once we reach time zero, we put random variables satisfying the initial conditions 
at the ends of the branches, and construct the sample paths of the processes with 
as little superfluous knowledge as possible: the graph starting from a link represents 
the past history of the link. 
Interaction graphs are random subsets of [0, T] x { ab; 1 s a < b c n}. We imagine 
time as being vertical and directed upwards, and the links as being on a horizontal 
level. We have to start at time T and work our way back to time zero. 
For a given ab, at time T, we go backwards in time. Whenever we encounter a 
jump of a NiC or N”,,, we select the links UC and bc, and keep ab. This branching 
is deterministic given the Poisson processes. See Figure 1. 
T 
ab 
ac bc 
h-l 
Fig. 1. A typical branching. 
Once a link ab is selected, the whole vertical line from the point of its first selection 
down to zero belongs to the graph, and we select recursively from the branches we 
have selected. We can thus build graphs down from time T, for any collection of links. 
We want to interpret the SDEs on the graph by going upwards in time from the 
initial conditions. We have first to mark the graph, which we can do while we 
construct it. Marks can be represented by the indexes of relevant Poisson processes 
that jump, and represent certain logical conditions corresponding to the indicator 
functions in (2.1). We mark a branch ab whenever it crosses a jump of Ni,, Nf,, 
N&, Mzi, Mf$“, or Mzii). 
This will enable to build the processes Z,, working from 0 to T. We proceed as 
follows on a branch ab: 
(1) If at time s, NiC jumps: 
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if X,,(s-) < C, Xac(s-) = C, Xbc(s-) < C, then 
X,,(s) = Xab(s-)f I, Xi,(s) = x:&s-) + 1; 
if not, nothing happens. For NE,, interchange a and b. 
(2) If at ti’&~e s, N& jumps: 
if X,,(s-) < C, then 
X,,(s) =X&s-)+ I, Yab(S) = Yab(S_)‘C 1; 
if not, nothing happens. 
(3) If at time s > M(‘) jumps: ab 
if is Y&(S-), then 
x,,(s) = x,b(s-) - 1, xb(S) = xb(S-_) - l; 
if not, nothing happens. 
(4) If at time s, Mi$” jumps: 
if i G X&(s--), then 
xab(s) = xab(s-_) - l, X&(s) = XQS-) - 1; 
if not, nothing happens. For Mz;“, interchange a and b. 
This marked graph was built using the Poisson processes, but we also could build 
it directly backward using exponential random variables. We only should see that 
different branches may share the same random variable for different purposes; for 
example, when Nzb jumps, both UC and bc branch, and ab is marked. 
3. Limit trees 
We have associated with the martingale problem (1 .l) an interaction graph describing 
the past history of links. We wish to show propagation of chaos to the solution of 
the nonlinear martigale problem (1.2). Our idea is to associate with the latter a limit 
tree, and prove the convergence of the interaction graphs to the limit tree. 
From a physical point of view, there is a huge number of identical particles, and 
one tagged particle interacts once and only once with particles drawn from an 
‘ocean’ of independent particles. This is where the recursive tree construction arises. 
This kind of tree has been introduced for the spatially-homogenous Boltzmann 
equation; see Sznitman [ 11,131, Chauvin and Giroux [3]. Anantharam [l] considers 
a similar tree construction, using a duality view-point as in Chauvin and Giroux 
[3] which gives results on the one-dimensional time-marginals. 
Let us describe the limit tree. We forget about the Xzb, and consider only the 
xab. We branch backwards in time from T to 0. The tree will be defined in a 
formalism described in Neveu [9]: starting from the common ancestor 0, branching 
occurs at rate 2~ and gives rise to 3 offspring 1, 2, 3. Recursively, a branch # gives 
off offspring #l, #2, #3 at rate 2~. Thus a branch is given by a finite (possibly 
empty) sequence of l’s, 2’s, and 3’s, and belongs to the denumerable set 
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{0}ulJ,,, {1,2,3}“. Actually every sample tree will contain only a finite number 
of branches. We mark each branch # by Poisson processes N# of rate v and My, 
lsisC,ofrate 1. 
Branches will represent links. Once the tree is built, we shall construct in normal 
time from 0 to T, for each branch #, a random process X# in D([O, T], (0, 1, . . . , C}). 
At each branching, we assume that the branch ending in 2 represents a link trying 
to get a call through, and possibly checking (if it is full) the two other links 
(represented by the other branches) for alternate routing. We also assume that the 
branch ending in 1 represents the same link as its ancestors. We have independent 
equidistributed random variables X#(O), taking values in (0, 1,. . . , C}, to be used 
as initial values on the branches # alive at zero, and construct the processes X# 
as follows: 
(1) At a time s corresponding to a branching, 
if X#*(s-) = C, X#‘(s-) < C, Xs3(s-) < C, 
then X”(s)=X#‘(s-)+l. 
Calls not coming from alternate routing are given by the Poisson processes N#: 
(2) When there is a jump of N# at time s during the life-time of #, 
if X”(s-) < C 
then X”(s) = X”(F)+ 1. 
Busy circuits must be released with rate 1, and for this we have the (Mr , . . . , M?): 
(3) When there is a jump of M# at time s during the life-time of #, 
if is X”(s-), 
then X”(s) = X”(s-) - 1. 
This defines X# on the random intervals [S#, T”[ on which # is alive. It is easy 
to extend the process on [0, T]: for u E [0, S#], we take X”(U) = X#‘...‘(u), where 
u E [S#‘...‘, T#‘...‘[, and for u E [ T#, T] we freeze the process and take X”(U) = 
X”( T#-). 
The process of busy circuits on [0, T] is then X’, obtained by following the 
sequences 1.. .l, . . . , 11, 1,0 containing only l’s from 0 to T. It satisfies the nonlinear 
martingale problem (1.2). This could be shown directly, but we shall later use a 
limit argument. 
4. The coupling of the trees and graphs 
We wish to couple the limit tree with the interaction graphs: we shall build on the 
same probability space a limit tree and the interaction graphs for all N, in a way 
that the interaction graphs for a given N and the limit tree are the same on an event 
whose probability goes to 1 as N goes to infinity. 
We proceed in two steps. The tree is an abstract object, but the graph is built on 
the links; thus we first mark the branches of the tree with links. This marking depends 
on N even if the tree does not; its only purpose is to enable the next step, which 
is to modify this marked tree so as to get an interaction graph coupled to the tree. 
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Step 1: Marking the limit tree. Following Section 3, for each finite (possibly empty) 
sequence # in {1,2,3}, we have exponential random variables r# of rate 2~ and 
Poisson processes N# of rate V. (0f),,r is the sequence of the exponential inter-jump 
times of N’. r# serve to branch and 0: to set marks on branch # for increasing 
the number of calls, and correspond to the Poisson processes Nz,, in Section 2. We 
also have Poisson processes (M;b”, . . . , Mz) of rate 1 for releasing direct calls, 
corresponding to the M$! in Section 2. 
While we construct the tree from T to 0, we mark the branches by links ab, for 
1s a < b G n: we mark the ancestor 0 and decide that when a branch # is marked 
by ab, then when T# jumps, we mark # 1 again by ab. We choose a c # a, b uniformly, 
choose again d between a and b, decide dc tried to place a call and mark #2 with 
it, and mark #3 with the remaining side of the triangle abc; for this we are given 
random variables U3” uniform over {c # a, b} and V,#dN uniform over {a, b}. See 
Figure 2. 
# 
ab 
#l #2 #3 
Tl 
ab ac bc 
o/ 
Fig. 2. Marked branches when lJ$;” = c and VfiN = a. 
For 0: we must also choose a c # a, b in order to mimick an alternate try; for 
this we are given U,#d,y. This comes from the fact we have to reconstruct the N& 
from all this: because of the choices for alternate calls, we could express r as 
inf,+,,h{&, T;,} and 0 as infcf+{r&}, where the ~2~ are of rate u/m. 
This is simply a limit tree where we specify the exponentials in advance, and 
mark the branches according to a rule compatible with interaction graphs. The links 
and all the random variables pertaining to them are only to be used in the next 
step. We marked each branch # by (ab, T#, N#, lJ,#dN, V,#dN, LJTi,y, M#; qERJ*, 
1 d is C). After building the marked tree from T to 0, we construct processes X” 
from 0 to T, beginning with initial values X+(O), as in Section 3. These processes 
do not depend on the ab nor on the random variables used for these, and thus do 
not depend on N. 
Step 2: Coupling the marked tree and the interaction graph. There is naturally a 
problem as soon as two branches are marked by the same link. Actually problems 
arise much sooner because in the interaction graph some links jump simultaneously. 
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In the limit tree we are just given a new independent exponential after each jump, 
but for the interaction graph we must check for possible conflicts and give priority 
rules to choose the exponential. 
When the branch # is marked by ab and N# has jumped q - 1 times, and 
c= lJzLN, a = VzGN (resp. b = VriN), d = U~g,~ are chosen, it is practical to denote 
r# by ri,# (resp. S-Z‘?) and f3,# by 7::. 
If there is a branching, we want to know when the branches just created are 
themselves going to branch, and if a Poisson process jumps we want to know when 
is the next jump. In order to determine which exponential we use, whenever there 
is a jump we first look at the exponential that should be used in the tree, and at its 
alternate tries; with the above notation this gives us a 7::. There is a conflict if on 
another branch * alive at that point, we are already waiting for r:X. In the limit 
tree there is a superposition (in the sense that two branches would be marked by 
the same link) of the branches that would be created if this exponential were to 
jump. For the interaction graph we cannot just wait for the first conflicting exponen- 
tial to jump and use it for all the branches in conflict, because then the rate of 
jumps would be added and we should jump too fast. 
We resolve the conflict by saying that we choose the first exponential we were 
waiting for (‘birthright’ or ‘seniority’), and in case this does not suffice we take the 
lexicographical order on the branches. The non-priority branches will wait for the 
priority exponential to jump, and all the branchings and markings (to be done 
because of the conflicting exponentials) will then be done all at once. 
For example, if branches 132 and 21 marked by ab and bc coexist at a certain 
time, if we have already set q - 1 marks for increasing calls on 132 before the birth 
of 21, we take ~1;;~~ in place of pi?. This means that lJtyiN = c, U’,:,” = a, and 
V’,L,” = b, that we wait for 13:~ to jump instead of r21 on branch 21 before branching, 
and naturally on branch 132 before setting the qth mark for increasing calls. If the 
setting of the (q - 1)th mark on 132 had coincided with the birth of 21, through an 
unlikely but possible effect of the coupling, we would do likewise because of the 
lexicographical order. 
Figure 3 is a graphical representation of a simpler example. # has priority over 
*, lJ:iidN = c, VZiN = a, u;CN = ) a V;‘? = c. On the left we have two marked trees 
with superpositions; for clarity the overlapping branches are represented as being 
adjacent. On the right is the corresponding interaction graph, in which both sides 
branch when the priority exponential jumps and the superposed branches are 
identified. 
Naturally we identify branches marked by the same link, and the same order as 
above defines our priorities. Once that branches are identified, they follow exactly 
what the priority branch does. 
We now construct the processes on the interaction graph. There are only a finite 
number of branches to consider. To handle indirect calls, we use Poisson processes 
(#,*1 (M, ..,Mc 
to the h’,t’. 
(#,*)) of rate 1 for each pair {#, *} of finite sequences, corresponding 
All the exponentials are independent, and Mj#-*’ = Mi*2#‘. 
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T 
T 
> 
Fig. 3. Coupled marked limit tree and interaction graph. 
We consider the process 22 = (X,“, , Y,“, , X2C?, X>CN ; 1 d a < b s n, c # a, 6) to 
be used on branches marked by ab. The initial conditions are given by Z:(O) and 
are put at time zero at the ends of the branches according to the links with which 
they are marked. We go from 0 to T as in Section 2; to release alternate calls, when 
on a branch # we cross a jump of a M{“,*’ we first check if at that time both # 
and * are alive and have priority, then whether they are marked by links sharing a 
common node. Let ab and bc such nodes; then if is X2‘!, we decrease by one 
x;CN, x,“,, x,“,. 
To prove the propagation of chaos result, we will need an interaction graph rooted 
on k fixed distinct links a, 6, , . . . , akbk; we take k independent copies of the marked 
limit trees of the previous section, the roots being marked by the a;bi. It is logical 
to denote the limit processes obtained by Xtl,, , . . . , Xz&,,, , which do not depend 
on N. 
What was true for one marked tree to transform it to an interaction graph is still 
true to transform this set of marked trees in an interaction graph for the k links. 
We thus obtain processes XE,,, , . . . , Xg,,, . 
If the X:(O) are i.i.d. of law i’, and the X&N(O) = 0 it is easy to couple the initial 
conditions by setting X$(O) = X#(O) for the priority branch # alive at zero and 
carrying the mark ab. We shall see the general case in Section 6. 
We call (r, 9, Pr) the probability space on which are built the marked limit trees 
T;h,,...,albk and the interaction graphs Gcb,,..,,akbk, and (0, 3, PO) the independent 
probability space of initial values. All the processes live on (r x 0, 90 9, P“@ PO). 
5. Chain and loop reactions 
We have constructed on (r, 3, P’) both a marked limit tree Tgb,,...,akb,, and an 
interaction graph GEb ,,__ .,axbk, rooted in a, b,, . . . , a,b, and properly coupled, for all 
N. Let TN be the event that we do not have to modify the marked limit tree when 
we construct the interaction graph: 
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We wish to evaluate the probability of the complementary event TN. On this 
event there are two or more conflicting exponentials in the limit marked tree, one of 
which jumped. We cannot use straightforward branching estimates as in Anantharam 
[11,&t must instead investigate the realistic strong interaction structure. Intuitively 
on TN, at some point in the past a direct interaction between two links appeared, 
which subsequently spread through direct interactions from link to link and at the 
end affected two of the links a,b,. Thus the idea is to introduce the notion of chain 
reaction. What also could happen is that the same phenomenon introduces loops 
in the subtree rooted in one aibi, and this will be the notion of loop reaction. 
For simplicity we consider two distinct links ab and cd. To have an interaction 
chain between ab and cd means that either the two subtrees rooted in ab and cd 
intersect (in the sense that they are marked by the same link), or become neighbors 
(are marked by links sharing one node) and on one subtree a 13 jumps and the node 
chosen to mimick an alternate try appears to make the subtrees intersect. For example 
the two neighbors could be ab and ac, and on the branch supporting ab, 0 could 
jump and choose bc. 
We may then construct a chain reaction graph joining the two links: we go down 
one tree to the point of intersection or nearest approach, possibly jump from one 
tree to the other according to the 0 above, and go up the other tree. See Figure 4. 
T 1 ab bc ab 
I ac bc 
cd 
-b ce de 
0 I ) 
Fig. 4. Chain and loop reaction. 
We also define a loop reaction on one subtree rooted on one link ab. Starting 
from this root, we go down a number of steps in the tree, and then join two of the 
three branches created at that last step by a chain reaction. See Figure 4. 
We shall define the length q EN” of a chain or loop reaction; it is related to the 
number of exponentials that jump, and thus to the number of steps taken down 
and up the tree. We wish to evaluate the probability of having a chain reaction. We 
shall first calculate by induction over q an estimate C,(q) of the probability of 
having a chain reaction of length q. These computations are in reverse time from 
T to 0. 
q = 1: Direct interaction. Two links that interact directly must share a common 
node. Consider links ab and bc marking branches * and #. On each side (subtree), 
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there is an exponential r of rate 2v and a Poisson process N of rate v. From the 
SDE point of view in Section 2, r* corresponds to the Nid and NEd, N’ to N$,, 
r# to N& and Nf=, N# to NE,, for d # a, b and e # b, c. We are thus waiting an 
exponential time of rate 2v+ v+2v+ v =6v. As the offspring *1 and #l still carry 
the marks ab and bc, the possible jump-times where there might be a direct interaction 
between ab and be represent a Poisson process of rate 6v. 
A jump represents a direct interaction if the right choice of alternate routing is 
made: if either T* or 8* is the first to jump, the choice should be c; if it is r# or 
0#, the choice is a. There is one chance in m to make the proper choice. Thus, the 
Poisson process of direct interactions is of rate 6v/m, and the probability of its 
jumping at least once is 
CT(l)=l-exp(-6vT/m)~6vT/m. (5.2) 
In indirect interaction, there are a certain number of intermediary jumps, and the 
last jump leading to a situation in which there follows a direct interaction has a 
special role. We have two distinct links ab and cd, one of which (say, ab) branches 
into another link which shares a.node with the second link (say, cd), and the two 
latter subsequently interact directly. The link just created must then be either UC or 
be or ad or bd, and thus the choice of the node for alternative routing is either c 
or d. Thus we define: 
q = 2: Indirect interaction of the jrst kind. We may take any pair of distinct links 
ab and cd. This interaction is in two steps: first, one of the two links branches into 
another link. Then this new link interacts directly with the second link. 
Step 1. The branching from the top happens at rate 4v (2v for each link), and 
the links marking the newly created branches must share a node with the link 
marking the other subtree (in order to interact directly), and thus the choice of the 
alternative node has 2 chances in m of being proper. The Poisson process of possible 
first steps has rate 8v/m. 
Step 2. One of the two newly created branches must interact directly with the 
other link. By taking conditional expectations, we get 
T 
C,(2) = 2 (5.3) 
and by integrating we get 
cT(2)=8(l-exp(-~))-6(I-exp(-~))~48(~)2. (5-J) 
The induction is best started at q = 2, because for q = 1 there is the constraint 
that the links share a node. In this way we separate the contribution of direct 
interactions, of order I/m, and of indirect ones, of order l/m=. There is a factor 
l/m every time a special choice has to be made. We define: 
qa3: General indirect interaction. Other jumps lead to the previous situation. 
This time there are no particular choices for the nodes for alternate routing. For a 
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chain of length q, the first branching from the top is again taken with rate 4v, and 
this time the three branches can lead to a chain of length q - 1. A chain is of length 
q if there are q - 2 branchings leading to a chain of length q = 2 as defined above. 
I 
7 
C,(q) =3 CT_,(q - 1)4v exp(-4vt) dt, (5.5) 
0 
where appears a convolution: if e4” denotes the exponential density of parameter 
4~, then as a function of T, C(q) =3C(q - 1) * edV. We iterate the convolution, and 
C(q)=3C(q-1) * e4v=3q-2C(2) * ez?-2)=3qp2C(2) * jb_2,4u, (5.6) 
where Yq-2.4~ is the gamma function of parameters q-2 and 4v, and 
I 
T q-3 
CT(q)= 34P2 C,_,(2)(4~)~-~ L 
(q-3)! 
exp(-4vr) dt 
0 
T 
= 12u 
c,_,(2) (12vt)q-3 
(q-3)1 
exp(-4vt) dt. (5.7) 
Thus the probability CT of having a chain reaction between two links on [0, T] 
is bounded by 
c,(l)+c,(2)+12V 5 I 
T 
C,_,(2) (12vt)qm3 exp(-4vt) dt 
9=3 0 (q-3)! 
= C,(l) + C,(2) + 12v C,_,(2) exp(8vt) dt, (5.8) 
and after tedious but simple integrations, 
7- 
12V C,_,(2) exp(8vt) dt 
9 
=(m+1)(4m+3) 
(exp(8vT) - 1) 
+s(l-exp(-y))-%(I-exp(-y)), (5.9) 
and 
CT~E+L(48(vT)2+~(exp(8uT)-l)). 
m m2 
(5.10) 
All this can be used to evaluate the probability LT of a loop reaction on a tree 
with single root. Indeed for such a loop reaction to appear, two branches must be 
created at one point whose links must subsequently be joined by a chain reaction. 
Before the creation of these two branches, branching is only at rate 2v with 3 
offspring, and when they are created there are 3 possible pairs of links to be joined 
by a chain reaction. 
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We evaluate the probability of branching a certain number k 2 1 of times before 
the appearance of a chain reaction, and reason as in (5.5) and (5.6) to get 
-&-s g 3k JT cT_,(2v)“& exp(-2vt) dr 
k=l 0 
J 
T 
=6v CT-, exp(4vt) dt, (5.11) 
0 
and thus 
+6v Jor(~(~-exp(-6v(Tm_f))) 
-6( 1 -exp( -“v(~-“)))) exp(4vt) dt 
+6v J ,,‘$ (exp(8v( T- b)) - 1) exp(4vt) dt 
sp (exp(4vT))+$$ (exp(8vT)). 4m (5.12) 
6. The limit theorems 
We wish to prove that the laws of (X~)l~--a<b~n * are P-chaotic in variation, where 
p is defined as the unique solution of the nonlinear martingale problem (1.2). As 
stated in Section 1, this is equivalent to lim,,,l~((X,)b,),,i,,) - PBk( = 0. 
We shall show Q-chaoticity, where Q is the law of the process X” constructed 
on the limit tree with one root, by putting i.i.d. random variables of law b. on the 
ends of the branches alive at time zero. We then prove that this chaoticity implies 
that Q solves the nonlinear martingale problem (1.2), and thus by uniqueness Q = fi 
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We take the initial conditions X:(O) i.i.d. of law I’, and 
X:,N(0) = 0. We consider a bounded time-interval [0, T]. 
We consider the k fixed distinct links alb,, . . . , akbk. We may construct on a 
probability space (r, 3, P“), for all N, both a marked limit tree TEb,,...,nkb,, and an 
interaction graph GE, ,,,,., albk, rooted on a,b,, . . . , akbk. The initial conditions will 
be given on an independent probability space (0,3, PO). All this is properly coupled 
as in Section 4. 
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Then the processes which interest us are constructed on (r x 0, $363 5, Pr 0 PO), 
as in Section 4, by starting with the initial conditions and following the graph and 
tree up to their roots. With the notations at the end of Section 4, Q@” is the law of 
(X$, , . . . , X$,k), and 
Iz((x,“(,,)l<i<k)-Q@kl . . l- 
= sup EMX$,, . . . , XL) - 4m,,, 9 * . . , X”l,,,,N 
lldllm~l 
= SUP w$w~,,, . . . , x$J -4oe,b,, . . . , xi,b,)W) 
ll4llw=’ 
s 2Pr(r’v). (6.1) 
Here we use in an essential way the fact that X::(O) = 0. Indeed, if there are no 
alternate calls in progress at time zero, there cannot be a difference between the 
processes on the graphs and those on the tree due to the handling of alternate calls 
without first the appearance of an alternate call, which is the simplest case of a 
chain reaction. 
On TN, there exists a chain or loop reaction in Tzb,,__.,aLbc on [0, T]. This means 
that either there is a chain reaction joining one of the ik(k - 1) distinct pairs of 
links in (a,b,, . . . , akbk), or that there is a loop reaction on one of the k subtrees 
rooted each on one of those links. Thus 1~((X$,)rr&k)- QmklT is less than 
(k2- k)C,+2kL, which, using (5.10) and (5.12), is less than 
i((k’-k)hvT+kzexp(lvT)) 
+--$((k2-k)48(vT)2+(k2+2k)qexp(8uT)), (6.2) 
which goes to zero as N and m go to infinity. We thus have the convergence in 
variation norm for each [0, T]. Notice that m is of the same order as v%. 
We now want to prove that Q = fi This could be done directly on the tree, but 
since Q is the limit of the laws of X,“,, it is easier to use the martingale problems. 
The above result shows that the laws of the (exchangeable) family ((X,“,, XL), 
1 G d s n, d # a, b) are Q@ Q-chaotic, and thus using Proposition 1.1 we prove the 
‘chaos hypothesis’ 
and because of the deterministic limit 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
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It is then classical, by characterizing the martingale problem (1.1) in terms of 
expectations, to show that Q satisfies the limit nonlinear martingale problem (1.2), 
and thus by uniqueness Q = I?. 
To prove the end of Theorem 1.3, we use the Ito formula and (2.1): 
Ii x$,(t) = ii x$,(0)+ i 
,=I i=l i=l 
X&,(s-) dX+,,(s), 
compensating the Poisson processes and using X&JO) = 0 gives 
x,z,,(s)=c.x,‘ (S)<C3Xh, (r)<C ir 
I I I I 
j#i,j=l 
-k I,: E(Ij, X+,(s)) ds. 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
A simple computation shows that 
(6.7) 
and ifa(r)=((l-ee-‘)v/m)k-‘-supl,,~k{E(@+i,j=, X&,,(t))}, a(t)>0 and 
(6.8) 
which is positive when ((1 -e-‘)v/m)k - E(flF=, X&(t)) 6 a(t)/k, and thus 
((l-e~‘)~/m)~-EE(n~=~X&(t)) is always positive. This finishes the proof of 
Theorem 1.3 by induction. 0 
The initial conditions were very simple up to now. We did not have to take into 
account the marks on the ends (at zero) of the graphs, but just put there i.i.d. 
variables for the X,N,(O), and X2bN(0) = 0. We prove now Theorem 1.4 and assume 
that the X,N,(O) are p,,-chaotic; the remark in Section 1 shows that limN+m X2bN(0) = 
0. 
We shall need to couple the initial conditions for different n. So: 
Lemma. Let F be a Jinite set, ( P”),,O and P be probability measures on F such that 
(P”),,O+ P (weakly, and in variation). Then on the Lebesgueprobability space ([0, 11, 
B([O, l]), P”), there are random variables (X”),20 andX with 2(X”) = P”, Z(X) = 
P, and PA(X”#X)=ilP-P”I+O. 
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Proof. The proof is just a simple construction. Let P” be the Lebesgue measure on 
[0, l] with Bore1 a-algebra. Let F = {fi, . . . , &I, pi = PM), p1= P”(.L). On IPI + 
. * *+pi-,, p,+* . .+pi_,+pi] we set X=J;, and on]pr+. . .+~~-~,p,+. . -+pi_,+ 
pi up:], X” =J. We still have to define X” on the nonempty Ipi A,P~, pi], of total 
mass C~=,(pi-pl)+, and we do it SO that P”(X” =_O=pr; this works out since 
Cp=, (pi-p:)=0 and thus zy=, (pi-Pf)+=Cy=, (P’-Pi)+. Moreover, P”(X”# 
X)=C~=, (pi_p”)+=$Cp=1 Ipi-prl=$IP-P”j goes t0 zero. 0 
Proof of Theorem 1.4. We wish to evaluate E(4(Xzbl, . . . , X$,,)), that is, 
WC?,&, e), . . . , X,“,,,(Y, W”‘WO(dy, de) 
(6.9) 
The construction of solutions using interaction graphs shows that there are mappings 
Fy such that 
(X$&4 O), *. . 9 X,“,&, 0)) 
= F,N(X,Nb(O)(e),X~~(O)(e); a, b, CEA,N, a< b, cg{a, b}), (6.10) 
where A; is the finite set of all the nodes intervening in Ggb,,,.,,akbr(y). Set C,” = 
Card(Ay). Our main symmetry assumption of invariance under permutations of 
the nodes implies that for fixed y, under PO, 
2(X,“,(O)(e), X%?‘(O)(e); a, b, c E A:, a < b, c@ {a, bl) 
=.Lf(X,N,(O)(/3),X::(O)(B); lea, b, cs C;, a< b, ~&{a, b}), (6.11) 
and thus 
I f%w4w~,,(~, e), . . . , x$,(Y, 0)) 0
= P”WhW,“W,“,(OW~, X:?(O)(e); 
lqb,c~CC,N, u<b,c@{a,b})). (6.12) 
Let rK be the event that the limit tree branches at most K -2k times. Since each 
branching may bring in at most one supplementary node, and the k links we start 
with are built on at most 2k nodes, we have at most K nodes on the marked trees 
and interaction graphs on r,, and therefore C,” s K for y E r,. Assume E > 0 is 
given; IJG =2k rK = I’, and we take K large enough for Pr(T,) 2 1 - E. 
Z(X,N,(O); 1s a < b s K) converges to P~K(K-1)‘2, and lim,,, XzbN(0) = 0. 
By the Lemma we can choose the initial conditions on a space (0, .T, P”) with 
independent random variables gab(O), 1 s a < b <a, of law PO, such that 
@E={Xz(O)=7&,(0), X2:(0)=0; lGu,b,csK, u<b, c#u,b} satisfies 
limN,, P@(OE)=l. We take N large enough for P@(0~)31-~. 
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We now construct, on the same graphs Gzb,,...,albL as before, processes 2% and 
_%‘T;b” with initial conditions _&(O) and g;p(O) = 0; (%gb,( ‘y, 0), . . . , g$,( 7, 6)) = 
FyN(%,(O)(@, %%W); u, b, c~ A;, a < b, c & {a, b}). With the same computa- 
tions as above, we get 
l~u,b,c~C~, a<b, ca{a,b})), (6.13) 
and for ye-TK and ~E@E, the integrand is exactly the same as in (6.12). Since 
p“@p@(T, x 0,“)~ l-2&, we prove Theorem 1.4 by using Theorem 1.3 on the 
2. 0 
7. Trunk reservation, multiple retries, and other generalizations 
We studied the simplest protocol for alternate routing, but all this can be easily 
extended. One could use alternate routes of length s, reserve r circuits on each link 
for direct calls only, try k alternatives before giving up, and chose among these k 
alternatives the one that minimises a criterion of occupancy of the links on the route 
chosen. 
Forp,qENweset(p),=p(p-1). ..(p-q+l)=p!/q!.Thereare(m),_,possible 
alternate routes of length s, and (m)(,_,)k ways to chose k of them, such that the 
(s - 1)k intermediary nodes are used only once. Having routes of length s with k 
trials means you branch into 1 + sk instead of 3, with rate skv. In order to give 
stochastic differential equations like (2.1), it suffices to use Poisson processes 
N$ .._, c;m’,c; ,.__, c;-‘,.._, c), ,..., $1 of rate v/(m),_, , giving the k alternate routes each by 
specifying its s - 1 intermediate nodes. Trunk reservation and least busy alternatives 
only change the logical conditions in the SDEs and on the graphs, and not the 
interaction structure. 
We may then follow the calculations in Section 5. Consider direct interactions. 
If link ub jumps and chooses c:, . . . , cS_‘, c:, . . . , I$‘, . . . , c:, . . . , CL-‘, in order 
to interact with a link de, we must have for at least one i E { 1, . . . , k} either c:c:” = de 
forajE{l,..., s - 2) or cf-l b = de. This lack of choice introduces a factor less than 
(s - l)k/(m -(s - l)k+ 1) corresponding to the l/m in (5.2). The rest ofthe iteration 
is the same. Precise computations could be done, but are somewhat tedious. 
For example, in the interesting case of s = 2, ub can only interact directly with a 
link bc sharing one node, and one of c,, . . _ , ck must be c, and the factor is precisely 
(l/m)+(l/m-l)+. . * + (l/(m - k + 1)). Jumps are taken on each side with rate 
2kv, the 8 are still of rate v, and (5.2) is replaced by 
(4k+2)vT s ;“2::: VT. (7.1) 
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For C,(2) one of the 2k newly created branches must share a node with the other 
link, and thus 
c(2) =2kC(l) * e(2k/m-k+1)4kv, 
and furthermore for qs3, 
C(q) = (2k+ l)C(q - 1) * e4kv = (2k + 1)4-2c(2) * ?q-2,4ku > 
(7.2) 
(7.3) 
and we could compute the same kind of estimates as in Section 5. 
The techniques in this paper cannot be directly applied to cases when one tries 
an unlimited number of alternate routes, as in the least busy alternative protocol. 
Remark. We have insensitivity for our results, in the sense that the actual distribution 
of the call durations does not matter. It is merely practical to have Markovian 
processes which we can characterize by martingale problems. 
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